
License Certificate 

Alamaro Enterprises N.V. 

CM-K35KYV AU-1668JAZ

le jackpot.com 

Alternate designations: 

None 

Cura�ao Chamber of Commerce & Industry Reference: 140411 

Valid from Jan 4th, 2022 through March 31st, 
2022 

Temporary ID-code: #MPLZ9B2S 

- IMPORTANT LICENSE INFORMATION -
The trade name "Curac;:ao eGaming" or "CEG" is owned by Cyberluck Curac;:ao N.V. ("Cyberluck"), a public limited company, incorporated 
on March 15th, 1996 in Curac;:ao. Cyberluck is licensed by the Government of Curac;:ao since October 1st, 1996 under license reference 
1668/JAZ to offer games of chance, including the right to under regulatory obligations grant the said offering to third party IP-operators, 
commonly known as "sublicensing". Public License Certificate "A" is a bespoke, public certificate, listing the information of one single 
domain and its Alternate Designations ("AD's") for compliance purposes. It is valid for public display within the said domain and its AD's 
only and cannot be used for any purposes of certification, other than to provide assurance to players ("End Users") that the website is 
under compliance oversight by CEG. To safeguard that certified operations have remained legitimate, this certificate expires and needs 
to be renewed on a monthly basis. For Business-to-Business ("B2B") certification purposes, an additional, private certificate is required. 
The certificate does not allow in any way the holder to authorize other parties to offer games of chance, commonly known as "white 
labeling". Any abuse of the certificate shall lead to a criminal complaint by CEG, filed in all relevant jurisdictions. CEG under no 
circumstance grants licenses that have not been approved by the board of directors by the licensed IP-Operator. By law, only locally 
formed companies (B.V. or N.V.) may hold a (sub)license. No Curac;:ao entity may operate under a foreign license. Only CEG may grant 
authority to offer games of chance under its sublicense. CEG may at any time revoke sublicenses. The license information in this section 
needs to be accessible for any website visitors by adding a clearly visible link with title "IMPORTANT LICENSE INFORMATION" on the 
bottom of the main page as well as the sublicense designation reference, starting with "CM" and ending with "JAZ", combined with a 
display of the blue-yellow CEG, linking to the certificate. The certificate needs to be the original digital file. A scanned hardcopy is not 
deemed valid. For fraud prevention purposes, no digital third party validation systems are allowed. For more information on the 
certification process and details on how to check for signs of authenticity or to report abuse, go to: curacao-egaming.com/authenticity 


